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• 12 high quality EQ bands to accentuate and emphasize specific frequencies • Takes
advantage of this multi-band quality to intelligently boost, attenuate or lower specific
frequencies to achieve the desired sound • Listen for yourself: • Available on the iPhone®
mobile device or Mac® It might be too much money to spend on one plugin, but it doesn't
mean it is not an amazing one. With the distortion engine created by Waves, this plugin will
give you everything you need to carve your tracks. Avalon Tube Amp Plug-in + EQ The
Avalon Plugin is an analog-modeled tube amp plug-in that promises to recreate the warmth,
punch, and character of tube amplifiers. This plugin allows you to set the preamp gain (and,
optionally, the instrument input gain), internal and external microphone levels, speaker cabinet
parameters (such as cabinet color, series, series type, and speaker load), and headphones
model, as well as to preamp, equalize, and master the internal effects. Another interesting
feature of the Avalon Tube Amp is the built-in variable LFO that, when applied to the main
control, can create complex wave shapes that envelope the high-frequency responses of the
plug-in. This can sound very interesting on guitars or basses, but also on pads, pianos, and
strings instruments, especially when the LFO is used alongside the envelope function. The
Avalon Tube Amp is a powerful tool for musicians that are looking for warm guitars, basses,
and drums, but that has no problem injecting dynamics into their tracks. Features: • An
excellent Analog modeled tube amp sound, fully compatible with all your favorite tracks and
all your favorite effects, • Variable LFO that can be set to envelope the frequency response, •
Four valve types (Class A, A/B, B/C, C/D) and four amplifier types (12AX7, 6V6, 12AX7,
Valve), • Three DC barrel circuit types (12AU7, 12AX7, 6V6), • Three preamp circuit types
(12AX7, 6V6, 12AX7), • Mic Preamp, and, • Headphone/Monitor modeling with 6
(adjustable) numbers, • Special Effects and Preamp Processing (Parallel Channels, Auxiliary
Channels, Auxiliary Channels - Dist, Reverb), • 16 plug-ins
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-Play around with V-Pops to adjust tonal color and element emphasis in real time -Select
between 12 different V-Pops: Bass, Dolby Channel, Key, Mid, Mid-Side, Mids, Neve
Channel, Noise, Pert., Pres. and Treble -One-Knob operation: only the V-Pops knob is visible
-Easy access: push-button & LED indicator -Optional Input / Gain control -Can be fully
updated via MIDI via ExpertHost -MIDI Learn / Sync with smartphones and tablets -Connect
to live signal via XLR or balanced, ins/outs are TRS -Channels: Left, Right and Main
-Standard: Left/Right Main with dedicated MIDI Out -Up to 12 V-Pops (out of 12 total) at
once Specification: - - - ✓ Quick and easy audio cable install / removal ✓ No soldering or
crimping is required ✓ Power to both terminals via a single cable ✓ Silent operation ✓
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RCA/XLR - Balanced TRS Connector ✓ Made in Germany Product Details: Repairs, modify
and analyzes mobile devices. Powerful and easy to use, the MC100 connector is perfect for
your next design challenge. The Micro-Cable MC100 from Radioshack, is a premium quality
RF Patch Cord. Designed to be plugged directly into your project, eliminating the need for a
soldering step. Direct installation makes it easier to mix cables together and allows for the
installation of your audio cables to be located closer to the antenna. The MC100 allows you to
connect a compatible signal source to your set-up. With low resistance and high current
carrying capacity, the MC100 can handle direct connections to all popular mobile sources.
The MC100 also offers features such as automatic load termination, staggered polarity,
balanced connector, and a removable pin configuration. There is also a micro-terminated end
with RF 4-pin connector. Features: ✓Quick and easy cable installation. ✓No soldering or
crimping is required. ✓Power to 09e8f5149f
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- Selective Dynamic Manipulation (SDM) technology that allows you to dynamically enhance
selected sound elements. - LFO Rate control that enables you to dynamically modulate the
filter resonance to achieve a variety of effects. - Use your MIDI controllers to easily access
the filter resonance rate for the powerful Control Pad. - New Filter target parameter that
allows you to select the target frequency range of the SDM filter resonance modulation effect.
- New Reduce parameter that allows you to adjust the filter resonance to achieve a dynamic
EQ effect. - New Set/Reset button that allows you to select the filter resonance modulation
effect or the EQ effect. - Different preset designs that include bass, low, mid and treble. - 9
filter types. 7 in the VST version. - New Graphic user interface that enables you to scroll
through presets quickly. - The all new F0 parameter now has all preset designs including all
bass, low, mid and treble presets. - You can choose between two types of resonance controls:
V-Shape, that delivers a smooth and linear resonance curve, and the more complex B-Shape,
that offers more fine-tuning of the resonance curve. - Mute button and Mute parameter to
enable and disable the mute function. - User adjustable filter cutoff frequency. - 9 different
resonance types and 7 in the VST version. - 7 different distortion types with VST and AU
support: Full, Classic, Crunch, Swell, Crunch 2, Crunch 3, Lead, and Lead 2. - VST version
has 2 exclusive stereo chorus effect types: Crystal Chorus, and Split Chorus. - AU version has
the following exclusive effects: BB Metal, Chorus 2, Chorus 3, Dist Delay, Dist Delay Rep,
Dist Delay Rep 2, Metal Lead, Metal Wave, Low Cut, Meta Lead, Metal Reverb, Metal
Reverb 2, Warm Lead, and Saturation. - Emphasizer is part of the VAULT Collection, which
also includes EQ2, an equalizer with shelving filters, and Dynamic EQ, a dynamic equalizer.
*Compatible with AU and VST for Windows. *Windows: 7, 8, 8.1, 10 *Mac: 10.4.12, 10.5.9,
10.6, 10.7, 10.8 *Linux: Ubuntu 16.04 and above (Beta). *Plugins: V-Plugs, Stein
What's New in the?

Fast, intuitive, powerful. Emphasizer is a great little plug-in with lots of power and features.
There's a choice of standard filter types to give you plenty of tweaking options. Plus, you can
use Emphasizer in conjunction with your favorite host audio application (Spruce, FTL, BusEE and other hosts have been tested with our plug-ins and are all happy.) V-Plug is a company
that is known for delivering the best of their products at an affordable price. Combining topnotch engineering with a very polished and intuitive front panel interface - they have come out
guns blazing with Emphasizer! Some of the features of Emphasizer: - Adjustable resonance
(0-100%) - Variable resonance - Selectable filter types - high-pass, high-pass with resonance,
band-pass, high-pass with resonance - Variable EQ Bandwidth - Variable Q factor - 4
predefined frequency bands - 2 Gain / Preamp levels for each of these bands - 2 Virtual Gain
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/ Preamp levels for each of these bands - Diverse placement options - Rotating Y-axis Shiftable X-axis - Slider indicator - Header gain control - GUI interface (patent pending) Class Compliant Emphasizer Download Requirements: - Ample disk space - A computer
running Windows XP or Vista (SP1 or higher) Emphasizer download includes: 100% Money
Back Guarantee If you are not happy with Emphasizer you can get a full refund within 30
days of purchase. Simply return the product to your nearest Spruce Audio reseller, along with
the original proof of purchase and your refund will be refunded within 2-5 business days. Our
standard 14 day return policy applies to the sale of software, unless otherwise indicated.
Emphasizer Software Requirements Hard Drive: You will need at least 20MB of free hard
drive space on your computer. Ease of Use: New users will be amazed at the user-friendly
interface and the limited amount of settings that must be set during the initial setup. However,
advanced users will find that the number of options and controls can be overwhelming. Audio
Plug-in Features: Plug-ins often lack a lot of features and offer a smaller number of functions.
Generally, this doesn't matter much when a plug-in is designed for other tasks than sound
processing
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System Requirements For Emphasizer:

GOG version of The Witcher 2 for Mac OS X 1 GB RAM 1 GB free disk space 1280x1024
resolution Core i5 Processor Intel HD Graphics 4000 NVIDIA GeForce GTS 450 DirectX
9.0c compatible 4 GB Available Space Please be aware that these system requirements are
designed to allow the game to be played in the highest settings. Your actual experience may
vary depending on your hardware, your internet connection and other factors.Sydney model
Felicity-Rose Carter has been modelling professionally
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